
                     Bullying - what can you do about it? 

           Don’t you think we should do something about bullying instead of letting our kids 

      suffer an abuse from other people?. Well nowadays recent studies have shown 

      that school authorities has a lack of interest on these subjects even when some 

      of them has been a victim in the past of bullies, they prefer to ignore that things 

      because they think in earn more money and that could not happen if population 

      notice that there are bullies in their schools. Although many school authorities  

      believe it can prejudice their own interests by involving in the subject to solve it 

      and help kids from being attacked by bullies. I think we must do something 

     about it because if we let that this issue spread we may create an environment 

     of fear on kids that eventually won’t go to school. 

         Opponents of preventing kids from being attacked by bullies claim that research 

    and surveys have shown that children among other students or classmates had 

    no problems to relate due to the fact that most of them share something in 

    common even when they are not from the same raise or nationality they try to fit 

    in and help each other. However I think they misinterpret things among children  

    in the school because some of them hide their real intention in order not to 

    prejudice their stay in that school, but they do not tolerate his partners in that 

    way they try to abuse physical, put nicknames, and teasing them in order to 

    prove that they are more capable of do things that any other man could do 

    ever or just for fun of seeing others fall down. 

       An example of this is a kid named Mayumi who move from Montana to 

    Manhattan due to the fact that her mother was sent by the company that she 

    work for to another city, he had to adjust to another school from that place. 

    However she had a lot of troubles since many kids from her classroom didn’t like her 

    so much, they start to make her life impossible by bothering and teasing her every place he went,  

    until he finally talk to her mother .After that her mother talk to a teacher in order to help her kid integrate  

   with those kids. At the end the teacher had a long talk with them, they understood  

   their mistake and become in less than a month in best friends of her integrated her to all their activities 

   that they had planned to do on childs that might not assist to school. 

 

 



Opponents also maintain that bullying is not a threat that could create an environment of distrust and 

 anger between kids and other people. On the contrary they think that it’s better that they interact with  

each other even if they don’t tolerate each other because at the end they will arrange their differences no 

matter what  to respect each other and stay in the same classroom or room listening to their classes 

without having any distraction. However I don’t think that the propose justify the way we act because we 

can avoid damaging ourselves if we teach our children to respect other people no matter what nationality 

or raise they have in order to live in peace and become in more mature mens and womens. 

For example, a kid named Adam Wheeland was a kid who suffer bullying at the extreme by three guys 

Whom studied in his same classroom and were his classmates because every day he went to study at the 

school they did everything they could to make him feel bad like putting some glue in his chair to make him 

get stick and the other classmates moke up from him, threating to beat him up, and also called him dork 

every time they find him on the hall. After being bothered from them for three months he start to defend 

himself and the next time that those kids planned to attack him he punch them one by one make him gain 

the self- respect from others and his own. At the end this turn out bad because the principal catch them 

promoting the violence between their classmates and decide to punish him in detention for three weeks, 

until they talk and make peace with each other. 

 

  The final argument advanced by opponents of solving the issue of bullying is that kids from these days 

 are more intuitive to notice if something is not going well because they are more communicative and risk 

takers that they are not afraid to take a decision if they have to in benefit of them or other people. 

However I think that this kids and other people who has been their entire life bullies might not change the 

way they act with other people because they have get used to the idea that violence is the only way to 

solve things when something or someone doesn’t like them so much. 

For example, a girl named Blanca Montero were a victim from bullying in the past in her work when she 

had to work as a team with some guy named Brett  to create an strategy to increase the productions of 

sales in the company she work for because since the beginning this guy start to bothering her at 

unimaginable ways by talking to her co-workers behind her back that she was a little collaborative with him 

to finish the project and also that she was always a problematic person when something doesn’t go well or  

the way she wanted to do it.The next day she was smart and when they had their meeting with their boss  

she told him everything that Brett did to her making him feel embarrassed in front of their partners so he 

immediately ask an apologize to Blanca and things change. Even though the fact that he was wrong after 

 three months he continued doing that and this time he was arrested because he overreact and kill a 



 person for called him idiot  due to the fact that he was lost his house for something stupid .In conclusion 

 the man end in jail and die there without having any indult to save him form been so many years behind 

 bars.  

According to Maine Project Against Bullying the problem of bullying goes beyond childhood and  

adolescence. At the age of thirty, people who were bullies as children are five times more likely to have 

 been convicted of a serious crime as non-bullies.  

 

In conclusion, Even though a lot of school experts think it may detrimental their personal business by 

Implicating on the topic to settle it and assist childs from being punched by abusive mans. I consider that  

we had to make something about these , for whether we allow this problem expand , we will create an  

atmosphere of scare on childs that might not assist to school. 

  

My advice is to form good values on your child while he is a little child if you want to raise him to become in 

a god men or a good women . 

 


